Scorpio - 2011
General :For Scorpio zodiac sign born the year of 2011 will be full of energy and you would have positive
outlook. There would be versatility and a feeling of adventure in life. Scorpio sun sign born have
chances of meeting a spiritual guru who would help you to make your life better. Scorpio zodiac sign
born would like to lead a balanced life in the year 2011. You would always kind and cordial to other
people. You have the affinity to peace and prosperity which would be evident in every situation of life.
Scorpio zodiac sign born would have a sense of superior civility in their every demeanor and action in
their work place. You would try to be honest, truthful and trustworthy to friend and family members.
For Scorpio sun sign born this year 2011 is the period of reaffirmation and consolidation in their
strengths and belief. If you are in a creative profession, you will be highly successful in this year 2011.
You may handle the situation but be patience while taking important decisions is required. Scorpio
zodiac sign born may show a good nature and a strong sense of character to their family members.
You may come into some new contract with highly influential people both private and public
workplace.
Love and Relationships :This year Scorpio sun sign born will be very liable to make a bold move in romance. This is excellent
year (2011) for those who indulge in both of short term or long term relationship. Those who are
already in relationship it is time to seal and sign for long-term commitment with your partner. Avoiding
a fickle behaviour would be the first step to pour your heart out to your beloved. During the month of
January 2011 you are likely to experience in romantic encounter. However, there are also possibilities
that you might find it difficulty to convey your feelings. The month of March 2011 you may pose some
problem to Scorpio zodiac sign born especially in married or social life. Life would appear
meaningless and totally void to you. Your hesitating nature would prevent from developing a romantic
relationship. Later on in year 2011 there are strong indications that you will be successful in turning
your relationship into a life long bond. Those who are single would come in contact with their counter
part. Scorpio sun sign born are advised to be steady love life and emotions. You are a true romantic
person with equal share of passion thrown into intimate relationship. Remember A little attraction can
feel like the love of your life and a small dispute can end a relationship. When your mind opens to
different people and places it's easier to be optimistic about love. Scorpio zodiac sign born are
passionate and possessive in love. Your heart opens wider to love, Express yourself more freely and
others will find you quite interesting.

Work/Profession, Career/Business :This year 2011 Scorpio sun sign born would be successful in work. Things would be much bigger and
better for you and it would be better to remove your petty concerns. Scorpio sun sign born are advised
not to forget devoting time on acquiring new technical skills to enhance career prospects. You will
have to make sure that you are postponing all important deals, commitments and assignments during
the month of March 2011 to a more favorable month April 2011 when the conditions become more
favorable. At times you would step aside so that others have a chance to shine this benevolent act of
your would help raise your image at work place. There is a distinct possibility of you getting relocated
due to change in the job in the month of July 2011. Your career from this year onwards will now take a
direction upwards. Scorpio zodiac sign born may see some significant amount of income that will
offset losses incurred in relocating your home and workplace. Consider carefully before signing legal
documents or closing a deal, and think twice before making large purchases in the month of August
2011. Students may taste tremendous success in their tests and exams. On the financial front, you
are likely to face the heat of excessive expenditure arising because of relocation and new job in the
month of September 2011. You may be tempted to invest in some get rich quick scheme. There are
good chances for Scorpio sun sign born to save and accumulate some real wealth this year (2011).
The later part of the year 2011 would be good for sending your resume or appear for interviews. You

will manage all the difficult tasks very nicely. Scorpio zodiac sign born are advised not share your
personal matters with the casual acquaintances. You are likely to learn many things from the past
experiences. Your hard-work would give you long term gains at workplace which will provide some
form
of
solace
and
relief.

Family and social Life :For the Scorpio zodiac sign born year of 2011 will be good time for social activities and for getting in
touch with friends. Social activities along with the family would be pleasurable. It's a good year to get
involved in group activities, as it would give you the social outlet you need. Your social reputation will
enhance your personality. During the month of July to November 2011 you will be likely to experience
wonderful time in the company of your guest. The nice gesture on your part and your positive outlook
will lift their sprit. Further your kind behavior would immensely help in your personality development.

Health :The year of 2011 for Scorpio native health will be excellent and you would be highly benefited by
following a proper exercise regime. If you are not following a good diet and proper exercises then it is
better to make a perfect beginning from today. Scorpio sun sign born will join yoga or meditation
classes with your friends. During the month of June to august 2011 physically as well as mentally you
will feel very calm and relaxed. Avoid talking with abusive peoples. It is high time to get rid of the habit
of always complaining and getting upset over controversial issues. Your self-discipline, self-monitoring
and control over your daily routine will be beneficial for your health. Try to do regular exercises for
sake of your good health. You are likely to realise the importance of keeping mental peace. During the
month of September to November 2011 some relief from prolong illness is seen by transit of positive
planets. Do regular work outs to keep yourself fit and healthy.
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